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the phenomena of optical illusions and its impact on ... - the phenomena of optical illusions and its
impact on fashion design trend nashwa elshafei faculty of applied art readymade garment fashion and
technology dpt. damietta university. egypt received: march 21, 2015 accepted: june 12, 2015 abstract
flattering the feminine shape is one big democratic appeal of the optic trend, and so is its sense of youthful
dynamism .optical art is a mathematically ... optical illusions and effects on clothing design1 - especially
within the field of fashion design in the clothing model, in style, silhouette and fabrics. the aim of this study is
to examine the clothing design applications where optical illusion is how has op art influenced the fashion
trends in the late ... - how$has$op$art$influenced$the$fashion$trends$in$the$late$60’s$to$70’s$
contextual$studies$ $ amanda$clarkson$$ today$such$as$yves$saint$laurent$to$tomford.$$he ...
wormland art collection zur fashion week in paris - wormland steht für men’s fashion, music & style.
wormland steht für kunst. der verschmelzung von fashion and arts wird die wormland art collection absolut
gerecht. umso schöner, dass deutschlands führender männermode-filialist seine kunstobjekte ausgerechnet
zur fashion week, dem angesagten event der fashion- branche überhaupt, in der französischen hauptstadt und
mode-metropole ... art deco architectures as inspiration source in fashion design - art deco is a
geometric art style popular in europe and widely spread in united states in the beginning of 20 th century. it is
marked by sharp angles and crisp clean lines. op art: working with optical illusions review questions the craze for op art extended into fashion and interior design. op art-inspired op art-inspired patterns appeared
on everything from dresses and scarves to furniture and fashion: the definitive history of costume and
style pdf - tracing the evolution of fashion â€” from the early draped fabrics of ancient times to the catwalk
couture of today â€” fashion: the definitive history of costume and style is a stunningly illustrated learn to
design your own clothes! - clothingpatterns101 - judith christensen, professional patternmaker,
clothingpatterns101 . want to look fabulous . every day? learn to design your own clothes! discrete
differential geometry of triangles and escher ... - using the discrete differential geometry of triangles
(i.e., 2-simplices) proposed in , we have considered the [4] structure of an escher-style trick art. our approach
gives a discrete version of riemannian manifold in such a art deco period lifestyle and design - triton
college - •art deco style characteristics: ... •beginning of industrial design as a major force in fashion art deco.
art deco • ellis & clarke • daily express building, fleet street, london, 1931 this building lobby is a series of
decorative panels of black glass, chrome and mirrors. art deco style displaced art nouveau. ornament was now
made of modern materials – chrome black glass and ... the perception of fashion: alexander mcqueen fashion shows that affects 40 5. ... within the field of art history and visual studies, as something that first and
foremost ... i use the term fashion to signify a form of fiction, i.e. a non-real idea, illusion or dream that “has to
do with becoming, and not with being”.7 hence the concept of fashion is primary art nouveau - european
style - columbia - art nouveau-style buildings of georgia’s banks. a good example of this is the glass ceiling
supported by a a good example of this is the glass ceiling supported by a metal framework in the banking hall
of the former state bank. pearsons gcse art and design themes - saatchigallery - they may also consider
composition, scale, colour, text and style. they will develop their ideas, refine them through testing, reflect and
record their work in writing and practical outcomes and present their work to reflect the theme running
through it. line, space, shape and form - university of houston - line, space, shape, and form i. line a.
definition an extension of a point, elongated mark, connection between two points, the effect of the edge of an
object leaflet diploma fashion image - fashiontrendsetter - a fashion designer is responsible for
designing clothes, while a fashion stylist works with clothes, accessories and even background props when
necessary, to put together a complete look or style. stylists are also frequently called on to conduct individual
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